In a previous paper l thermocouples were described which appeared to be suitable for attempting to measure the radiation from stars. In addition to the sensitivity tests, made in the laboratory on artificial stars, the opportunity was presented to intercompare these instruments in connection with a large reflecting telescope.
The present paper gives the results of the laboratory tests of the sensitivity of stellar bolometers and stellar thermocouples ; and also the measurements of the total radiation from various stars, made with thermocouples in connection with a large reflector. 1 This bulletin, 11, p. 132; 1914. 
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The present investigation is a preliminary survey to determine what will be required in order to be able to observe spectral-energy curves of stars. We see the stars with our eyes, and it goes without saying that when we can produce instruments proportionately sensitive, it will be possible to measure the radiations from the stars.
This, of course, is not the first attempt to measure the radiation from stars. The previous attempts were the stepping stones which gave positive indications of heat from stars. However, it is but fair to say that in previous attempts experimenters were glad to be able to record definite indications of radiation from the brighest stars, let alone attempting to measure stars which were only 1/480 as bright. The present radiometer was perhaps 10 to 150 times more sensitive than the ones used in previous work, and measurements could be made on stars as small as the six and seventenths magnitude. However, when one considers that stellar brightness varies by 2.512 (i. e., log = 0.4000) in passing from one magnitude to the next, so that a six and seven-tenths magnitude star is only 1/479 (i. e., 1 -*-2.5 615 astrophysics.
Take, for example, the question of the emissivity of blue stars as compared with red stars. The general conclusion appears to be that blue stars are at a higher temperature than red stars, and that the emissivity of the red stars is higher than that of the blue stars. The higher emissivity of the red stars would be due to a marked change in the distribution of energy in the spectrum.
With the rather insensitive radiometric outfit used in the present investigation it was shown that the total radiation received from a red star is two to three times that of a blue star of the same photometric brightness. These observations should be extended.
Another field of astroradiometric research is the measurement of the radiation from variable stars, especially those which suffer a change in color. A general radiometric survey of the stars is desirable, especially of star systems which may have companions which are too dark to detect photographically. The bright components of these stars would give an excess of total radiation as compared with other stars having the same photometric brightness.
Two stars giving such an excess of total radiation were found in this preliminary survey, and no doubt many other examples will be found.
It is an easy matter to indicate problems demanding investigation.
It is quite a different matter to produce the instruments for their solution.
In the present paper an attempt is made to indicate the way for further improvement in the radiometric instruments.
In turning now to the discussion of the results obtained in the present investigation it is desirable to emphasize once more that the advance made thus far in developing astroradiometric instruments is very small in comparison with what will be required in order to make real progress in the work.
In order to emphasize the great difference in the physical behavior of the different radiometers that may be used for measuring stellar radiation, it may be added that the thermocouple differs from the selenium and the photoelectric cells (1) in that it is nonselective to the rays of different frequencies falling upon it, i. e., it absorbs equally all the radiations of all frequencies falling upon it, and (2) in that the response to the stimulus (the heating effect) is His measurements show that Arcturus emits more radiation than does Vega, his numerical measurements for June 25, 1869, being Arcturus : Vega = 3 : 2. Considering the fact that the infra-red radiations from Arcturus suffer greater absorption than those of Vega in passing through an air mass highly saturated with water vapor, and in passing through the glass lenses of the refractor this ratio (3 : 2) is in close agreement with subsequent measurements using a reflecting telescope. deflection, sky hazy) . The ratio of the radiations Vega -f-Altair = 3.7, which is at variance with the results obtained in the present investigation, and emphasizes the importance of making observations through an atmosphere free from water vapor. He concluded that with a more sensitive galvanometer, and one of the largest reflectors it would be possible to observe stars to the fourth magnitude.
An extensive series of measurements of the radiation from Arc- J., 13, p. 101; 1901. 7 Minchin Proc. Roy, Soc, 58, p. 142, 1895; 59, p. 231, 1896. 6 14 The method for producing fine wires and thin plates mentioned in this Bulletin, 11, p. 150, 1914, was first discussed in Bulletin 7, p. 248, 1910. In the latter no mention is made of the fine wires which are produced by spattering the molten metal by dropping it from a height upon a glass plate, for at that time wide strips were desired for radiomicrometer vanes. Both fine wires and thin plates are unavoidably produced by this "method," which at that time seemed of too little importance to merit description. In a letter dated Nov. 16, 1914, In preparing the receptacles for the thermoelements shown in Fig. 3 , the main difficulty experienced was in' producing an airtight container.
This required so much time that, starting with the general information that calcium is useful in producing a vacuum, the application of this material for maintaining a vacuum in the present apparatus was perfected independently of previous work. In fact, the paper by Soddy was not consulted until after arrival on Mount Hamilton. This no doubt was a fortunate procedure, for some of the results obtained in the use of calcium as an evacuator seem to be at variance with previous experiments, and also at variance with the prevailing notion that calcium very readily attacks quartz. For example, it was found that a lightwalled, quartz-glass tube could be used to contain the metallic calcium as shown in Fig. 3 However, by evacuating the air 'to a pressure of about 0.1 millimeter there is no necessity for heating the calcium to a higher temperature than that indicated by the red glow of the quartzglass tube.
Porcelain tubes were also found satisfactory, but they are much heavier. The quartz-glass tubes were 8 millimeters in diameter, the thickness of the material being about 0.6 millimeter.
In practice it would be better to use heavier material which is less fragile.
Before closing the container permanently it was found best to evacuate the air to a low pressure and heat the calcium to a bright red, which dissociates the hydrides, etc. The pumping is continued, and air is admitted repeatedly to assist in clearing the water vapor from the walls of the receptacle. Some of the air admitted combines, of course, with the hot calcium, but this is not detrimental. The quartz-glass tube may become black from the vaporized calcium, as shown in Fig. 3 (this is container No. 7, described on a previous page), but that seems to be beneficial rather than detrimental. In fact, the calcium in container No. 6 was not given this severe preliminary heating before detaching it from the pump, and the best vacuum was produced only after some of the calcium had been vaporized by a subsequent heating to a bright red. The black deposit on the walls of the quartz-glass tube is easily removed by means of soap and water.
The slight amount of vapors which were given off by the stopcock grease and the Khotinsky cement were removed by heating the calcium by means of an alcohol blast lamp, which was the most convenient method of heating on the mountain. A small electric heater, surrounding the quartz tube, might be provided in a permanent laboratory equipment. Now that the device has been shown to be useful, it is possible to eliminate the stopcock, thus removing one source of possible leaking. However, the stopcock is the most useful part of the apparatus in case of any breakage, and it is not detrimental to retain it.
The two receptacles (Nos. 6 and 7, just described) were evacuated, the stopcocks were secured with Chatterton compound, and the vacuum was thereafter maintained by warming the metallic calcium, Ca, by means of either a small alcohol blast lamp or In connection with the forgoing discussion, The telescope being in an inclined position, the hinged box, A, Fig. 4 , containing the absorption cell, was opened by gravity, and it was raised in front of the thermocouples by pulling a fine wire, W, Fig. 4 . The transmission was determined by exposing the thermoelement to a star and observing the galvanometer deflection with, and without the absorption cell in the path of the rays.
If the total radiation from a red star contains more infrared than does the total radiation from a blue star, then the amount transmitted by the water cell will be less for the red than for the blue star. This is the true condition of affairs, as may be noticed in In Table 4 
